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This research program utilizes satellite and surfaced-derived cloud observations together
with standard meteorological measurements to evaluate and improve our ability to
accurately diagnose cloud coverage. Results of this research will be used to compliment
existing or future parameterizations of cloud effects in global and regional-scale
meteorology forecast models, since nearly all cloud parameterizations must specify a
fractional area of cloud coverage when calculating radiative or dynamic cloud effects,
and current parameterizations rely on rather crude cloud cover estimates.
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1. Project Statement of Work

This research program utilizes satellite and surface-derived cloud observations together

with standard meteorological measurements to evaluate and improve our ability to

accurately diagnose cloud coverage. Results of this research will be used to compliment

existing or future parameterizations of cloud effects in global and regional-scale

meteorology forecast models, since nearly all cloud parameterizations must specify a

fractional area of cloud coverage when calculating radiative or dynamic cloud effects,

and current parameterizations rely on rather crude cloud cover estimates.

During the first phase of this research program, our goal is to evaluate and improve the

methods for calculating cloud cover within a mesoscale meteorology model. To

accomplish this, a mesoscale meteorology model will be quantitatively evaluated using

the U. S. Air Force 3DNEPH and RTNEPH satellite-derived cloud fields. Hourly-

averaged distributions of the model-derived cloud fields will be compared with observed

clouds at the finest spatial and temporal resolution of the corresponding datasets.

Algorithms currently used in global or mesoscale meteorological models to assess cloud

coverage will be objectively evaluated. We will then carry out an innovative search for

relationships between cloud coverage and numerous meteorological factors such as

relative humidity, stability, wind shear, moisture convergence, precipitation rate and other

parameters.

During the second phase of this research, the cloud cover data and improved

parameterizations of cloud coverage developed during the first phase will be incorporated

into a mesoscale meteorology model. Model forecasts which utilize the observed cloud

coverage and depth should be improved relative to forecasts which crudely specify cloud t•#u~ow,0od
3•s-%~ If' 1,t i

properties.
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2. Project Progress: 1 Oct. 1991 - 30 Sept. 1992

During the first year of this research program, we have compiled and reviewed a list of

formulations used by various research groups to specify cloud cover. We find

considerable variability between formulations used by various climate and meteorology

models, and under some conditions, one formulation will produce a zero cloud amount,

while an alternate formulation calculates 95% cloud cover under the same environmental

conditions. All formulations hypothesize that cloud cover is predominantly determined

by the average relative humidity, although some formulations allow local temperature

lapse rates and vertical velocities to influence cloud amount. All formulations specify

that cloud fraction is zero below a "threshold" relative humidity, and there are several

estimates of this vertically-varying "threshold" based on physical arguments or "tuning"

of free parameters to match global albedo estimates. We find that a majority of the

formulations are based on limited observations, and evaluations of algorithm accuracy are

based on longer-term compilations of cloud cover observations that cannot resolve the

vertical distribution of cloud amount.

In order to explicitly evaluate the accuracy of these and future cloud cover algorithms, we

have prepared an evaluation database of cloud cover and related meteorological

observations during a springtime midlatitude cyclone. This growing dataset contains

simultaneous observations of cloud cover fraction, moisture, wind speeds, temperatures at

over 5000 (320 km) 2 areas over the northeast U. S. at 15 tropospheric levels. Cloud

cover is derived from the U. S. Air Force 3DNEPH satellite archive, and related

meteorology is extracted from the NMC analysis. We have developed initial versions of

a set of analysis programs designed to search for and quantify correlations between cloud

cover and other meteorological factors. This cloud observational database is being used

to assess the accuracy of existing cloud cover algorithms.
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We find that most cloud cover algorithms tend to underpredict cloud coverage at any

particular level in the troposphere, especially under dry conditions, when we find 10 - 20

% cloud cover at relative humidities as low as 20 - 30% within certain tropospheric layers

averaged over (320 km)2 areas. We also find that cloud amount appears to increase with

increasing humidity at all relative humidities, in stark contrast to existing formulations,

which contain nM cloud cover sensitivity to relative humidity at humidities below the 70 -

90 % "critical" humidities used by these models. We see no clear evidence that cloud

cover vanishes at a "critical humidity". Based on these initial comparisons, we feel that

current short-term meteorology models cannot adequately assess the changes in cloud

cover that may results from small changes in relative humidity induced by larger-scale

forcings. Additionally, a potentially important feedback between climate change and

changes in cloud cover are probably not adequately simulated by current models of global

warming.

We have discovered an apparent discrepancy between observed relative humidity in the

upper troposphere under dry conditions, and calculations of relative humidity using the

NCAR Mesoscale meteorology model, with the model calculating excessive relative

humidity in the upper troposphere under unstable conditions. This is most likely

attributable to an incorrect parameterization of moisture redistribution by the convective

parameterization used by the model. Such an error would lead to an inaccurate cloud

coverage calculation if it were present in a forecast model.

We have begun development of an improved convective-scale vertical mixing

parameterization for use in our mesoscale meteorological model in order to alleviate the

deficiency in the NCAR mesoscale meteorological model. At this point, the model is

being tested as a stand-alone, single column model that is being tested with observations

of tropical convection. This convective mixing algorithm will be based on a detraining

cloud-plume description of buoyantly-driven cloud motions, and include a reasonably
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sophisticated description of multi-stream cloud up- and down-drafts with somewhat more

sophisticated microphysics than are currently incorporated into most cumulus

parameterizations. This new cumulus parameterization will be used to assess the heating

and moistening tendencies due to buoyantly-induced convection within hydrostatic

models of the atmosphere that cannot explicitly compute these effects.

In addition to the time devoted by Dr. Walcek to this research effort, two post-doctoral

research associates (Dr. Kesu Zhang and Dr. Hu Qi) and a graduate student are

contributing to various technical aspects of this project. We have also purchased

microcomputer and workstation-level computer software and hardware as needed by this

project.

Dr. Walcek presented results from this research effort at two scientific meetings: the llth

International Conference on Clouds and Precipitation held in Montreal, Canada, 17-21

August 1992; and the WMO Cloud Microphysics and Applications to Global Climate

Change Workshop held in Toronto, Canada from 10-14 August 1992. We have also

prepared a manuscript for journal publication summarizing the research results described

above. Meeting abstracts citations are listed at the end of this progress report, and a copy

of the reviewed manuscript (undergoing minor revisions) is provided with this report.

4. Budget Status:

As of 30 September 1992, 98% of the moneys budgeted for the first year have been

expended approximately as initially budgeted. Moneys budgeted for computer expenses

were used to purchase microcomputer and workstation hardware and software. Results of

the initial analysis of cloud cover were presented at international meetings in Canada, and

travel expenses associated with these meetings were included with the original budget.

Costs associated with hiring an additional post-doctoral research associate (Dr. Hu Qi) to
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assist in this research effort were also incurred during the year. Two candidates were

considered for this position, and expenses associated with interviews were partially

defrayed from this grant.

5. Plan for Next Year: 1 Oct. 1992 - 30 Sept. 1993

During the next funding year of this research effort, the cloud cover data and improved

parameterizations of cloud coverage developed during the first phase will be incorporated

into a mesoscale meteorology model. Model forecasts which utilize the observed cloud

coverage and depth should be improved relative to forecasts which crudely specify cloud

properties. During this period, we anticipate running improved versions of the MM4

meteorological model on USAF supercomputers. We plan to continue to expand our

inter comparison dataset on which we analyze cloud cover and related meteorology. In

addition to the springtime observation period, we will be simulating a summertime period

in conjunction with RTNEPH data.

On 12 October 1992, Drs. Walcek and Zhang traveled to Phillips Laboratory near Boston

to initiate a collaboration with Air Force scientists involved with similar research there.

After presenting results to the cloud-analysis research group there, Dr. G. Modica

familiarized us in the methods of running the mesoscale forecast model on USAF CRAY-

2 computer. Considerable modifications to the run procedure are required to transfer the

mesoscale meteorology model from the CRAY-YMP to the Phillips Laboratory

Supercomputer Center. Fortunately, USAF scientists have experience with this transfer,

and can thus save us considerable effort as our research progresses.
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Conference presentations, abstracts, and journal manuscripts resulting from this
research effort:

Walcek, C. J., 1992: Cloud cover and its relationship with relative humidity during a
springtime midlatitude cyclone: some implications for climate models. Proceedings, 1 th
International Conference on Clouds and Precipitation. Montreal, Canada, 17-21 August
1992. Elsevier Publishers, 1128-1131.

Walcek, C. J., 1992: Extrapolating cloud-scale microphysical, dynamic, and radiative
processes to global and chmatic scales: How accurately do we know the fractional area
of cloud coverage?. Workshop proceedings of the WMO Cloud Microphysics and
Applications to Global Climate Change Workshop. Toronto, Canada, 10-14 August
1992. In press.

Walcek, C. J., 1992: Cloud cover and its relationship with meteorological factors during
a springtime midlatitude cyclone. Monthly Weather Review. manuscript submitted and
under review, July 1992.
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APPENDIX:

Manuscript submitted and reviewed by the journal
MONTHLY WEATHER REVIEW

This manuscript has been accepted for publication after minor revisions.
Following some minor revisions (in progress),

The article will be resubmitted during the month of November 1992.
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Cloud cover and its relationship to other meteorological factors
during a springtime midlatitude cyclone

CHRIS J. \VALCEN

ýtfim)spPwE'rl S, tir.v.N cs P n t ' r >. ( nic tv \c t 'rA. Aitan,q N \ew I 0rk

Deceniner 191)...

\BSFRA CT

In this study. vke compare \ ert~cal distr:)LutiOnS of fractional cloud coverage within -( 32(0

Nm,) areas w.,ith Co-located standard i eteoroloi!cai observations over thle northeast Ui. S. durinti a

prneire miidlatitUde cy~clone. Coud~ cover r :'servations are derived from the U. S. Air Force

3 DNEPH analysis of satlellite i1MAcer1V and ,.rface-6ased reports. Standard meteorological

:'atramieters are rnterpolated from mle.MurelenttS UmInC- a iwdrostatic niesoscale mieteorology3- rvodel.

Vll'der conItOlionS .Nhen no cuTDU I141S conlvectionl is possible. we find moderate to good

P~ositive correlations betV~ een cloudI cover and -1,iative humildity and lar,-Te-scale vertical veiocii\.

.1iid evidence, (Or wNeak negatime correlations hevk een cionid cover and ý% md shear and teniper:iture

.apse rate. WVe present contours o, hne mean fractjlonal cJoud coverace observed at \ arious reiativ e

)amildities and preSSUres. and .ueeet 2'orithrni for es~timating cloud coverage from hiumiidity

aInd/or v ertical velocity. These comparisons SLu"eest that1 Cloud cover decreases exponentially as,

humiditv falls belowk 100%r. Relauve ,o other Ltyers in the troposphereý. t~he middle troposnphere

2.5- k-aove thle sUrfa.ce icontains thle hiihehS' Cloud amrounts at the lowest relativ e humidites

'xith mean cloud aniou nts of 30"C near 50%1 humi111dity at 050 mib. At tile same relative humidilty.

.ies with larnze-scale ýip'vard motilons contain higher cioud amiounts than areas k here subsýidenlce

iýs occurrin-.

I. nder .orimectivel v unst~ibe -ondiition\". % e sýee evidcince for increased Cloud amoun0,11ts

:reiative to staible Conditions at t11e >a1r11e hiUmiditv Mn the uipper troposphere at high humidities. In

lelowýer troposphere. h umi tzmdtivycm enIronmen,1ts \ý nere convection is, possible contain lower!
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cloud amounts relative to stable conditions at the same relative humidity, which max' result from the

-,uhsidence of dr-v air it,,to the lower troposphe~re under corIVc~tively1 unstable conditions. These

--ndnc must be rite-oreted With caution1 ~ince we see evidence f~r excess'v ae ao

transport :o- the uipper :rorposphere uring tne moisture con vergence -based convective mixineI-

al uonthm wkithin our dynamic meteoroloczical !'nterpolation algorithmn. We find evidence for a bias

in our ream-averaged h'-,miditv estimates '.% nen interpolating from sparse. point radiosonde

measurements uinder uinstable conditions. Miore accurate methods of inferrinu, cloud coveraiue from

I-elative niumidiltv \A Ill reu:uire more accurate nmcm-ods of inferring Moisture distributions over Iarc-e

:,reas. v=tcularlv within convectivelv unistahic creas.

T*his 3Ianalsis SuI11eStS that there i, ci:crleuncertainty in mneasurinue cloud cover and

Other mieteorolouical fac-,ors averaged over ia~ reas. .suLLtgesti ng that an\y formulations Of cIloud

c:over tract-on are hiihlv uncertain. Over wId %% arietv of mneteorological environments associated

with a nt-ingtime mi1dlatitude cycloneC. M.0'[ CIloud cover parameterizations used within

ineteoroloc-ical. climate. -nd chemnical models of the atmosphere Calculate Cloud amounts less than

r-,ported bythe -1DNFPH observations. cýfleciallv in the middle troposphere, w here most

Ale-orithms \,necif% zero cioud amiount: at reiativc humnidities below 50 - 80%7. Thus. current larize-

Ncaýle climt111e sMimlaktions or atmospheric chei-iemici modehniz, studies may siznilficantiv underestimate

the etffcts or c~louds. Nlore Importantly. c:urr-ent climate models probably cannot adequately

estimnate Ithe potentially i~mnificant changes Inl cIloud cover that can result from small changes in

relative humildity.

1. Introduction

\lIcr:op~hvsIcal ar~i d-namlical nroccsse, occur-tine \,ithin Clouds Can significantly influence

lnumerous .arger-.scalc 4dnamic, radiative. and chemical processes occurring in the troposphere

c.c.:r~iaka~a and Schur'ert. 197-4: Ramianailhan ct al.. 19831: Walcek et al.. 1990). Since clouds

arefruii:~lvpresent. it :,, necessary for ac:curaitc models or tropospheric climate or chemiistry to

iccotLInt !,or their c1,c\ 1,,i well kno\ki n-,~it clou)tds torm -khen the vapor pressure oft %%ater

cxccc(b t' \ apor t'rcs,,ilre that v ould hc 'auuc ith respect to liquild water or ice. WViihin any
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particular air mass. fluctuations in temperature and/or water vapor concentration can lead to areas

where condensation (ciouds) can occur even though the concentration of ,,ater averaged over the

air mass may not be saturated at the mean air mass temperature.

In large-scale numerical models of the atm-,,here. chemical or meteorological propertes

can only be expiiciti, resolved over reiatively lar-,: air masses. typically several l's to 100", of

kilometers horizontally and -i000 m vertically, it is not unusual to observe fluctuations in both

temperature and moisture wkithin air masses of this size due to turbulent motions, surtace

innomoceneities, terrain and other ftactcrs. These perturbations induce cloud formation on a sctae

that cannot he resolved by larger-scale models or the atmosphere. Therefore. regional or globai-

,.aie meteorology modeis resort to parameterizations of cioud-induced radiative. dynamic. and

chemical processes resulting from SuWDrid-scale clouds. In most parameterizations of cloud-scale

proesses. the hetero"eneous (r Suberid-scale, nature of cloudiness is approximated by assumring

that 2ý traction it,) of each grid area is occupied by clouds. This cioud fraction is used to apportion

a ':LniIcantlv different cloud "'orcine" :into a - --d-avera.ed" forcý.. within -,rid areas that contain

a m;ixture of clear and cloudy regions. For the results presented here. cloud cover fraction is

def~ned as the fraction of a -iven horizontal plane in the atmosphere where condensed water is

,',:bl\ present. This definition becomes somewnat vague %%hen "thin" clouds are present. a

"coPndition that commonly occurs in the upper troposphere. Under these conditions. it will ne

&ffdctiLt to explicitly quay (v the fractional area of cloud coverage.

Many studies of clouds and their effects on tropospheric processes have concluded that

cven small cloud amounts can exert a significant Influence on lareer-scale processes. Under these

conditions, the net effect ,-f clouds on any physicai or chemical process will be proportional to t.

the tractional area of cloud coeraie. %lost models of tropospheric dynamics assume that tme

tracional area of cloud coverage is determined by the ,rid-averaed relative humidity. Ficure I

sNho,, the functional dependence of cloud coverage within a particular atmospheric la\er from a

,,lr'\ C%'of fornlukations currently used by various researchers. All tormulations assume a "critical

rct,ite humidity" of tetveen 50 - 00(' ,nav;e %%hich partiall\ cloudy conditions can occur. B•elo%
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this critical humidity, all algorithms specify totally clear skies. At humidities above the critical

humidity, cloud fraction increases by differing functional dependencies to 100% cloud cover at

100% humidity.

Figure 1 shows considerable differences between alternate formulations in assessing cloud

coverage within current meteorology and climate models. At 80% humidity, the NCAR

Community Climate Model (Williamson et al., 1987) specifies 95% cloud cover (under stable

conditions), the British Meteorological Office ciimate model (Smith, 1990) uses 0% cloud cover.

while other algorithms specify cloud coverage between these extremes.

The differences and uncertainty exhibited in Fig. 1 have motivated researchers to evaluate

and improve methods for diagnosing cloud cover. Relationships between cloud cover and other

meteorological factors can be quantified and evaluated using two approaches: (1) using

observations of cloud co', and associated meteorology (e. g. Slingo, 1980: Sundqvist et a!..

1989): and (2) inferring cloud cover from fine-resolution dynamic n,:cdels capable of explicitly

resolving cloud-scale dynamics tXu and Krueger. 1991).

The primary problem with using observations to infer relationships between cloud cover

and other meteorological factors is the difficulty of measuring highly-variable quantities of interest

over relatively large areas. Accurate measurements capable of vertically resolving cloud coverage

require high-density vertical soundings, together with satellite and relatively expensive aircraft

observations. Due to the expense associated with such measurement programs, there are only

limited observational datasets under a few meteorological environments from which to evaluate and

improve cloud cover algorithms.

When models capable of resolving cloud-scale processes are used to ascertain cloud

coverage, the accuracy and reliability of the modeling techniques are subject to an independent

evaluation, which ultimately relies on observations. Sensitivities of model calculations to the

model dimensionalitv, turbulence and microphysical parameterizations. and other factors must also

be evaluated.
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In this study, we compare standard meteorological observations with satellite-derived cloud

coverage to ascertain the relationships between cloud coverage and other meteorological factors.

We acknowledge beforehand that the standard meteorological parameters and the cloud cover

measurements used in this analysis contain a considerable level of uncertainty that is difficult to

quantify. However. we feel that the large size of our comparison database will allow us to

ascertain the true elationships that may exist between cloud cover and other meteorological

factors. With a more accurate. observatior ,-based method of inferring cloud cover, the global-

scale influence of cloud microphysical and dynamical processes can be more accurately treated in

larger-scale studies of meteorology and atmospheric chemistry.

2. Cloud cover observations

Numerous cloud cover datasets have been collected and analyzed over the past several

decades. Hughes ( 1984) provides a summary of the characteristics of cloud climatologies available

in the eariy 1980's. The earliest cloud climatologies were compiled solely from surface-derived

observations, and were often aggregated in time at various latitudes and time of day. Cloud

observations in these early archives were often composed of once-per-day observations averaged

over relatively Iong, time frames into seasonal or monthly data at a resolution of 5 - 10' latitude or

longitude. Virtually all of the cloud cover datasets reviewed by Hu-ughes (1984) were designed for

use in textbooks or climate studies requiring relatively coarse temporal and spatial resolutions.

For short-term, regional-scale meteorological and chemical studies, instantaneous

distributions of cloud conditions are required throughout a simulation period, updated as frequently

as the underlying meteorology is changing. These models cannot readily use cloud cover estimates

that are temporally averaged over large areas encompassing numerous meteorological

cn% ironments. These models must use cloud coverage estimates based on shorter-term

observations.

"The United States Air Force Environmental Technical Applications Center has been

recevin,2 and storing Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC) cloud data since January 1971.

From 1971 to 1983. ,. \1-GWC used an operational real-time three-dimensional analysis of cloud
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cover referred to as 3DNEPH (Fve. 1978). The 3DNEPH is a global analysis of cloud cover that

uses surface-based and aircraft reports, together with visual and infrared satellite imagery to

produce 3-D cloud cover information on a routine hasis. During periods when satellite or surface

data are lacking, clouds are inferred from rawinsc_ .e temperatures and dew points. The data are

,_rided onto a polar-stereographic global grid with 15 vertical layers between the surface and -16

km above the surface. Horizontallv, the grid size varies from -25 km near the equator to -60 km

at the poies. The 3DNEPH stores cloud cover information every three hours.
An, cloud cover database will contain a level of uncertainty that is difficult to explicitly

evaluate. The 3DNEPH assimilates virtuallv all routinely-available cloud observations into the

cloud archive, making, an independent ev`aluation impossible. Numerous unevaluated algorithms

are used to consolidate surface-based observations together with visible and infrared satellite

;magerv. Hughes and Henderson-Sellers i 1985) performed an analysis of a later version of the Air

Force cloud archive (RTNEPH) for 1979). and although numerous areas of obvious but minor

errors "aere discovered, thev found that the RTNEPH observations were generally reliable and in

guod agreement with known features of tropospheric meteorology. Problems were found when

'satellite data were gathered over highly variable backgrounds or backgrounds with snow or sea ice.

Also. periods of missing data are not uncommon in the data. although they are identified.

In this studv. we use five noon-time spring periods analyzed over the northeast U. S. by

the 3DNEPH. At noon. we expect the maximum utilization of aircraft and surface reports together

with visual and infrared satellite imagery bv the 3DNEPH analysis. Fig. 2 shows the cloud

coverae within -( 32(0 kmi) 2 areas (box shown in Fi,,. 2) in the laver 800 - 730 mb at local noon.

23 April 1981. The (320 k-m)- averaging area corresponds to the finest "resolution" of the

corresponding meteorology observations used in this analysis. During this five-day period. a

relatively intense midlatitude cyclone developed and traversed the domain shown in Fig. 2. At the

time of Fi,,. 2. the cyclone w,`as situated near the center of the domain, and the cloud cover shows a

wami frontal region over the Great Lakes, and a cold front extending from Pennsylvania to Texas.

This period and domain were chosen for analysis since there are a wide variety of meteorological
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conditions present from which we can determine methods to evaluate cloud coverage that may be

generally applicable.

3. Standard meteorology observations

Temperature. moisture and dvnanical data used in this analysis are taken from observations

and spatially and temporally interpolated onto an (80 km)2 Lambert-conformal grid using a

hydrostatic mesocale meteorology model. Observations are derived from the National

Meteorological Cc.iter global meteorological analysis and further enhanced using 3-hourly surface

observations and 12-hourly vertical rawinsonde measurements. Vertically, these meteorological

data encompass the surface and 100 mb pressure surface (-16 km), and horizontally they span the

contiguous United States. The vertical grid size of the meteorology data is -80 m near the

surface. and on the order of a kilometer or more aloft. These observations are provided as initial

and boundary conditions to the NCAR mesc :ale meteorological model (MM4 - Anthes and

Warner. 1978). During model execution. observations are incorporated into the model calculations

in regions near observation locations. Differences between observed and calculated temperatures.

humidities and wind speeds are continuously minimized through the use of additional tendency

terms in the momentum, moisture. and thermodynamic equations which 'nudge" the calculation

towards the observations. The mesoscale meteorological modeling system is not used to "'predict"

or "'forecast" meteorology for this study. Rather. the model provides a method to enhance the

spatial and temporal resolution of observed meteorology by interpolating the observations in a

dynamically and physically reasonably manner. Thus. model calculations agree closely with

observations when and where observations are available, and when no observations are available,

the meteorological data are dynamically consistent. Meteorology interpolated and analyzed from

observations in this manner provides data of superior temporal and spatial resolution relative to

".raw". point observations. Since virtually all available measurements are used to "nudge" the

:model calculations, the temperatures. moistures, and dvnamic variables resulting from this analysis

a,-ree with the measurements to within the instrument uncertainty. The uncertainty in our estimates

of the meteorological state of the atmosphere in areas or times where no observations are available
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is of course unknown. Stauffer and Seaman (1990) provide an analysis of the effects of

observation assimilation on the quality of grided observational datasets.

Any method of extrapolating 'point" measurements to larger averaging areas will introduce

an uncertainty into the area-averaged "observations". With current observations, it is virtually

impossible to quantify the magnitude of this "scaling-up" uncertainty. For a particular radiosonde

launch. if a balloon-borne probe rises through a cloudy region of a layer of the atmosphere

containing a mixture of clear and cloudy areas, it will report 100% humidity for that layer when the

mean relative humidity in the laver would be well below I(X)%. How often these conditions occur,

and just how -'noisy" the temperature and water vapor fields are within areas the size of larger-scale

model grid areas is a highly variable and uncertain quantity. Measurement programs to quantify

these uncertainties would require high time and space resolution vertical soundings of the

atmosphere under a wide variety of meteorological conditions. Until such measurements are made,

there will be significant and difficult to quantify uncertainties in "'measurements" of anv

meteorological quantity averaged over areas larger than the "footprint" area within which a

measurement device operates.

Fig. 3 shows the relative humidity in the 8(X) - 730 mb layer interpolated from observations

using the mesoscale meteorology model described above. The temperature and moisture

calculations are aggregated into overlapping 0320 kmin: areas. representing a 4 x 4 average of the

80 km grid used bv the MM4. The domain shown in Figs. 2 - 3 represents approximately one-half

of the domain simulated by the mesoscale meteorological analvsis.

In Figs. 2-3,. we have mapped both the cloud cover and humidity data onto the identical

320 x 320 km grid by area-averaging the "'raw" temperature. moisture or cloud cover data.

Vertically, the cloud cover and mesoscale interpolation model grids are slightly different, and the

cloud cover grid was transposed onto the meteorology model pressure-based coordinate using a

cloud volume conserving mapping. As a result, a total of 5600 data points at 15 tropospheric

levels are available for comparison during the five noon-time periods studied.
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4. Cloud cover under stable conditions

We expect cloud coverage to be influenced by the presence of buoyancy-induced

,:onvection that is not resolved by the coarse resolution of the meteorological observations used in

this analysis. For the first portion of this analysis, we consider only areas where cumulus

convection cannot occur. Local stability (JT/az) at any point in a sounding is not a sufficient

indicator of the presence of convective activity, since convection can often penetrate into

atmospheric layers that are absolutely stable with respect to vertical perturbations (Stull. 1991). In

order to define areas :, layers where buoyancy-induced convection can occur, we provide a I m

p-"ush" to air with a slightly higher temperature and moisture content from each point on a

vertical sounding. In a conditionally unstable environment, the "pushed" parcel will accelerate

upwards. Ignoring frictional forces and pressure perturbations, the parcel velocity at levels above

the laver where it is perturbed can be obtained by integrating the vertical equation of motion for a

parcel rising under the influence of buovancy accelerations:

du g T - T,-

where w is the parcel vertical velocity, T,,p is the virtual temperature of the rising parcel. Tve is the

virtual temperature of the surrounding environment through which the parcel rises, and g is the

gravitational acceleration. The condensed water content of the parcel (q1 ) is the total water content

(assumed to remain constant) of the parcel minus the saturated vapor mixing ratio at any level

above the lifting condensation level. For this study, we define a given laver to have a potential for

convective clouds if parcels are capable of rising to that layer from any layer below under the

influence of buoyant forces. These areas have been neglected in the following analysis in an

attempt to ascertain cltOud cover under stable conditions only. We found between 1000 and 5000

,;table grid areas at each of the 15 tropospheric levels during the five noontime periods considered.
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a. Cloud coverage and relative humidity

The most commonly used indicator of cloud coverage is th. mean relative humidity of an

air mass. Others (Slingo. 1987) allow the local potential temperature lapse rate and vertical

velocity to influence cloudiness. Here we hypothesize that vertical shear of the horizontal wind

may also affect cloud cover. In order to evaluate whether any of these parameters are correlated

with cloud coverage, we calculate the correlation coefficient for the best-fitting linear regression

between cloud cover and each of these meteorological factors. While we do not expect that any, of

these parameters will be linearly related to cloud amount. we use this correlation analysis only as a

means to initially identify how strongly each of these factors correlates with cloudiness.

Fig. 4 shows the vertical distribution of the correlation coefficient for the best-fit linear

relationship between cd'"d cover and humidity, temperature lapse rate, wind shear, and vertical

velocity. Correlation coefficients with manitudes greater than 0.8 are considered "excellent"

according to standarc iatistical texts. .vhile correlations between 0.6 - 0.8 are considered

"..zood". and correlations between 0.4 - 0.6 are only "'moderate". Correlation coefficients less than

0.4 indicate poor or no relationship between parameters. This figure shows that cloud cover is

most strongly correlated (positively) with relative humidity over most tropospheric layers.

followed by vertical velocity, which shows moderate to good positive correlations at most

tropospheric levels. There is also evidence for a weaker negative correlation between cloud cover

and both wind shear and potential temperaire lapse rate.

In the upper troposphere, we find almost no correlation between cloud cover and other

meteorological variables. This results from two factors: (1 1) cloud amount and relative humidity

are relatively low in this layer (-10-20% cover at 10-40% humidity). and (2) measurement

uncertainty is most likely significantly greater than the mean humidities and cloud cover. It is well

known that water vapor concentrations are notoriously difficult to measure at heights above the 300

trb pressure surface. and often the standard radiosonde humidities or dew points are not even

reported at these heights. In addition, the highest "layers" in this analysis dataset are actually

averaged over 3 - 4 km depths of the atmosphere, and therefore the "cloud area fraction" defined
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above actually becomes more like a "cloud volume fraction". Both relative humidity and cloud

fraction used in this analysis for the layers above the 300 mb pressure surface are highly uncertain,

and any trends reported here must be interpreted with caution until better measurements are

available.

In agreement with previous assumptions of factors that affect cloud coverage, Fig. 4

suggests that cloud cover is most strongly correlated with relative humidity. Using the

observations shown in Fig. 2-3, we now further investigate the relationship between cloud cover

and relative humidity. Data shown in these two figures together with observations from 4

additional days comprise several thousand (320 km)" areas where we have concurrent observations

of both cloud cover and relative humidity. Fig. 5 shows the 3DNEPH cloud cover in the layer

between 800-730 mb plotted as a function of the interpolated relative humidity observations at over

23(X) areas where there was no potentiai for convection.

A high degree of scatter is immediately evident in this comparison. The correlation

coefficient for the best linear relationship between cloud cover and relative humidity at this level is

a relatively poor 0.64. This considerable scatter can be explained through two hypotheses: (1)

cloud amount is not strongly related to relative humidity alone: and/or (2). our ability to measure

botn cloud amount and relative humidity over large areas is very poor. While it is difficult to

explicitly evaluate the uncertainties in the meteorological parameters presented in this study without

carrming out an exhaustive field measurement program. these uncertainties are most likely very

large, and as a first approximation probably approach the ranges of the scatter shown in Fig. 5, i.

e. 20-30% uncertainty in cloud cover, and a similar range for uncertainty in relative humidity.

However. this high uncertainty does not imply that existing measurements cannot be used to assess

relationships between cloud cover and related meteorolo•.,al factors. If the sample size for this

study is lar-ge, and covers a wide range of meteorological environments, then trends in cloud cover

may he discernible, and the functional dependence of cloud cover on relacd ;nctcorological

parameters may be at least qualitatively revealed.
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Other factors must be considered when viewing scatter diagrams like Fig. 5. Some of the

scatter shown in Fig. 5 is misleading since there are several hundred points with zero cloud amount

at humidities below about 45% that are literally "on top" of one another. Similarly, there are 10 -
20 coincident points at the 100% humidity and 100% cloud fraction that appear as a single point on

this scatter diagram, with as much significance to the viewer as individual outlying points

elsewhere on the figure. In addition, factors other than relative humidity may influence cloud

cover, and thus contribute to the scatter. However, a majority of this scatter is most likely

attributed to the considerable uncertainty in measuring both relative humidity and cloud cover over

the large areas considered in this study.

The problem with observing cloud fraction or relative humidity over large areas is

analogous to an observer using a badly out-orl-ocus telescope to find the location of a star in the

night sky. While the telescope observer might see a light fuzzy image surrounding the true location

of the object in the sky. the observer could not exactly pinpoint the object's location. However.

the observer could plausibly hypothesize that the true location of the point of light is somewhere

near the middle of the fuzzy image revealed by the telescope. Using similar reasoning, we

hypothesize that if cloud coverage is related to relative humidity, then that relationship should fall

within the range of (and most likely near the middle of) the scatter shown in Fig. 5. In assessing

trends in highly uncertain measurements shown in Fig. 5. we aggegate the observations into 5%

relative humidity increments, and then average the cloud coverage within these restricted humidity

ranges. Using this averaging technique. trends become apparent in the highly scattered and

uncertain observations. The average and standard deviation of the cloud coverage within 5%

relative humidity increments are shown as a curve with error bars on Fig. 5. As expected, cloud

amount increases as humidity increases. At humidities between 20 - 40%, there is 10 - 20% cloud

cover on average.

This process is repeated at all tropospheric levels to obtain the average cloud cover within

each laver at any particular relative humidity. Fig. 6a shows the average cloud cover within (320

km i" ,table areas as a function of the layer reiative humidity and pressure. At a particular relative
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humidity, cloud amounts are greatest in the 800 - 600 mb layer of the troposphere. a trend that is

consistent with earlier approximations (Buriez et al.. 1988: Geleyn et al., 1982. The highest

cloud amounts occur under high humidities at 900 - 800 nib. but this figure shows that 10-20%

cloud coverage occurs at humidities as low as 20%, in contrast to the formulations shown in Fig. I

which all specify zero cloud cover at humidities below 50 - 80%. Standard deviations of cloud

coverage within these 5% humidity increments (Fig. 6b) fall between 20 - 30% in absolute cloud

cover, which in many cases is greater than the mean cloud cover.

The trends in the average cloud amount shown in Figs. 5 - 6 suggest that fractional area of

cloud coverage decreases exponentially as relative humidity falls below 100%, and that there is no

clear critical relative humidity" where cloud coverage is always zero. The trends in the average

cloud amount shown in Figs. 5 - 6 suggest the following approximation for cloud amount f as a

function of relative humidity Rh (Rh<l):

i Rh -I 2
exp I - RhJ

where

(-Rh .2+-. -<0.75 3)
11.801-o- c 2! ().75

where cris the pressure relative to the surface pressure (P/Ps). The H - Rh,) term in Eq. 2 - 3 is

qualitatively similar to the *'critical humidity" used in previous cloud cover formulations, although

here it represents the relative humidity depression from 100% where cloud amount decreases to

37% ,e-s). Figure 7 shows the value of (I - Rh,) in Eq. (2) that yields the minimum root mean

square difference between observed cloud amount and cloud amount calculated using Eq. (2).

Also shown on this figure are contours of the root mean square difference between cloud amount

calculated using Eq. (2) and observed cloud amount as a function of the values chosen for the (I -

Rh,, Parameter. Individual data points represent the value of( I - Rho) which produces the

minimum error, and " two linear segments plotted show Eq. (3), a simple formula that attempts

to stay near the areas ,r lowest error at each tropospheric level. Using Eq. (2) to calculate cloud
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cover from relative humidity Iboth averaged over (320 km)Z areas) produced cloud cover estimates

tnft on average contained a root mean square difference of 7 - 25 percentage points from the

SDNEPH observations. depending on the tropospheric level considered.

h. Clotud coverage and vertical velocity

As shown in Fig. 4. vertical velocity is another parameter which influences cloud coverage

almost as significantly as relative humidity. Some of the scatter about the mean shown in Figs. 5 -

6 may' result from deviations in vertical velocity within a restricted relative humidity range. In

order to estimate the effects of vertical velocity on cloud coverage, we further subdivide

observations into 1 cm s 1 vertical velocity increments, and investigate relationships between

vertical velocity and cloud cover. Fig. 8 s,-uovs the observed correlation between cloud cover and

vertical velocity in the 800 - 730 mb laver with relative humidity restricted to 50 - 55%. While the

correlation between vertical velocity and cloud cover is weak at this particular atmospheric level,

there is a discernible trend in the cloud cover if observations are aggregated into 1 cm s-1

increments. In order to facilitate the identification of trends, we have superimposed the nearly

linear trend in aggregated cloud cover observations over the scattered observations. This figure

,shows that some of the scatter in the 50 - 55% humidity range shown in Fig .5 can be attributed to

variations of vertical velocity. A bulk of the low cloud amounts observed at this humidity have

vertical velocities <- I cm s-1. while there are very few clear skies (,f = 0) when the vertical velocity

is positive.

In order to quantify the influence of vertical velocity on cloud cover, we calculate the

"'critical h,.miditv" term (1 - Rh.) in Eq. 2 that yields the lowest root mean square differences

between tme observed cloud cover and cloud cover calculated using Eq. 2 using observations

confined to I cm s-I vertical velocity increments. Fig. 9 shows the functional dependence of this

critical humidity depression as a function of vertical velocity for the two tropospheric layers.

These data show an approximately linear relationship that is reproduced at all other tropospheric

levels. The fractional area of cloud coverage when the vertical velocity is close to zero is best
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approximated by Eq. 3. and Fig. lOa shows the vertical variation o, •he slope of the best-fitting

line through the data shown in Fig. 9 for all tropospheric levels. Therefore, if both relative

.umidit,' (RhI and vertical velocity (w - cm s-" are used to estimate cloud coverage, we propose

.he following formulations:

tep Rh-I
t=expý (4)

i1axj1 1- Rh ) + 0. 1aw.0. 00 1J

Again. (7 is the pressure relative to the surface pressure (P/P,), and the ( I - Rh,) term in the

denominator is specified in Eq. 3. .-As shown in Fig. '-Ob. using both humidity and vertical

velocity 1Eqs. 3 - -uto ',pecify cloud cover reduces the root mean square deviations from the

3DNEPH cloud cover by less than 1() percent relative to using only reiative humidity (Eq. 2 - 3).

The caiculations of Eu. 4 apnlied to one hunmditv range and level are also plotted as the curve

identified in Fig. 8. For th )articular levei and relative humidity, range, the parameterization

produces a slight overestimate of cloud cover, although the sensitivity of the cloud cover to

chamzes In vertical velocity are well simulated. At other re!afive humidity intervals and levels. Eq.

4 produces better or worse agreement with the trends revealed by these observations, and on

averac,e. the formulation suggYested above produces the best overall approximation fore

complicated formuiations emploving additional free Parameters %ere investigated. but the

additional complexity of the formulations did not significantly reduce the differences between

observed and calculated cloud cover relative to the formulations described above.

5. Cloud cover under convectively unstable conditions

"\Ve now consider regions where buoyancy-induced convection can influence cloud

covera.:e. As noted above, convectivety unstable areas are defined as reg-ions in the atmosphere

where parcels that are slightly less dense than their surrounding environment can rise to after being

given a minor impulse. Fig. I shows the average cloud cover within 20() kmWl unstable areas as

a function of the laver relative humidity and pressure. This figure is qualitatively similar to Fig. 6

showing cloud cover tinder stable conditions: i. e. cloud amount maximizes in the middle
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troposphere. Fig. 1 l b shows the difference between the stable and unstable cloud covers-

linsLahle at the same relative humidity and pressure. Since the observations fromwhhtes

,:i0,ures are constructed contain a hich 1le% el ot \c:atter, some of the differences between stable and

,,nstable cloud covers mnay not he statisticallv *ILnificant. Therefore. we performn a chi-square

analysis of these differences. Relative 2uii~and cloud cover data pairs were aggre~ultc into

I10% cloud cover increments at eacni 5'( >aifivicremient and pressure level. The unstable and

,table cloud cover frequency distributie:>1 WC%- 'henl `Jected to a chi-square confidence limits

,est. Differences between stable and LnStdble :;()ud cover that are signifcat a rarta h

OS)-% confidence limit are denoted by iea% v .,n Fig. 1I b . and differences that are siiznificant at

:reater than the 901- limit are denoted 'P% 7 'aill ' Differences that are not close to an "x'on Fi12.

lbh are usually small and mnay not he st~tc iý\ _,nificanlt.

Fig. iI sho~k that uinder .-,;\ iv~ nid convectively unstable conditions, we see

"cVidence for increased cloud amounts re;.it,%~e t able conditions at the same humnidity in the uipper

troposphere. In the lower troposphere. [ILch huidity? environments where convection is possible

c:ontain lower cloud amiounts relativ-e to ~:anle co~nditions at the same relative humidity, which may

result from the subsidence of dry air -r:o th11e ower troposphere under convectivelv unstable

2:onditions. These differences seemn -t)rv'icailv -casonable. However, uinder unstable conditions

there is a rezion of'u sillificantfly ojie cioud amounts when humidities are below W5% in the tipper

troposphere that cannot be easiiv explained. This anomalous behavior prompted a further

investication of the cloud cover and humnidity data. Further analysis of the MM4 interpolation

'vtmsho~ed that tinder unstable cond~tions. the uipper troposphere is calculated to become

rapidly saturated wvhen observ'ations are :L11 a.-,innilated into the model forecast equations t(i e. the

N\1M4 is run inl a '*forecast" miode lm a. Crom the model boundaries). The MM4 calculates

humidities approaching 80) - 100%'(' in ine .aye- ronl 5)(0 - IM0( nib over the regzion of convective

lorms associated wxith transient coid aru: %kari-, :ronts. S imultaneous- oblservations showed much

smaller reuions ot'humildities Inl exces, 01'10 "( utvt~een 500 - 300 nb. and above 250 nib. relative

htumidities nex er exceeded 20%-(. A,, noteý.: nrwe\ ouslv. these upper-troixispheric relative humildities
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are notoriously unreliable. However, the differences between the calculated humidities and

".observed- humidities are considerable in the regions of frontal convection. For the version of the

model usea in this analvis. any biases introduced by the model physics into the calculation of

water vapor that is partially deleted since water vapor calculations are continuously "nudged'"

towards the relatively dry- observations. Despite this correction. there is a possibility that under

convectively unstable conditions. there may be a bias in the M.M4-produced moisture calculations

that employ ine moisture-convergence based convective parameterization. If this is the case. then

the relative lumidities ,used to construct Fie,. 1 may' be higher than were actually present.

cspeciaily :nder the unstable conditions w,,hen the %1M4 convective parameterization was

calculatin2 r::her moistures than observed in the tipper troposphere.

Thus. ,ae see an ;nconsistency between the M.14 humidity calculations and the 3DNEPH

cloud -over uinder unstable conditions. Cloud amounts typical of relativeiv low humidities under

,,table conditions are beine, observed at the hiinher humidities calculated by the MM4 in unstable

areas. Since observed humidities above about 300 mb are highly uncertain, and possibly

,,inificantlv lower than the N1M4 calculations \, hen it is exercised in a predictive mode. it appears

that humidity calculated using MMVI4 under convecti'eiv unstable conditions may be overestimated.

In short, there . e very tev clouds observed where the MM4 is calculating -SO - HX)q- humidities.

>,uggestin,, tmat the humidities may be too hich.

Because of these arparcnt discrepancies. 'ae feel that v.c cannot reiiablv use tie

observation-interpolation system described above to derive relationships between cioud cover and

humidity unfder unstable conditions. More accurate methods of correlating cloud cover and relatie

humidity or other meteoroiogical factors will require more accurate methods of inferrinL, moisture

distributions over large areas. particularly % ithin convectivelv unstable areas. This apparent

discrepancy may ako influence humidity "'measurements" reported here Linder stable conditions in

the upper tronosphere since tills is an integrated observation assimilation system, although these

errors wouid be continuousiy minimized in areas , here observations are available. lHowever. as

roted earlihe. in the upper troposphere %, here oN en direct measurements of water vapor are highly
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uncertain, any formulations representing relationships between cloud cover and humidity derived

from those measurements are open to considerable uncertainty.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

In this studv, we have compared satellite observations of fractional cloud coverage within

-(320 km)2 areas with related meteorological observations over the northeast U. S. during a

springtime midlatitude cyclone. Cloud cover observations were derived from the U. S. Air Force

3DNEPH analysis of satellite imagery. aircraft reports. and surface-based observations. Other

meteorological measurements were interpolated from radiosonde observations using a hydrostatic

mesoscale meteorology model. Co-located comparisons of the cloud cover with other

meteorological measurements show considerable uncertainty, although we find moderate

correlations between cloud cover and relative humidity and vertical velocity. An analysis of the

relationship between observed cloud cover and humidity suggests that cioud cover decreases

exponentially as humidity falls below 100%. Relative to other layers in the troposphere, the

middle trot)osphere (700-500 mb) contains highe, :loud amounts at lower humidities, with mean

cloud amounts of -30% near 50% humidity. At the same relative humidity, cloud cover increases

with increasing vertical velocity, and cloud cover also exhibits weak negative correlations with

potential temperature lapse rate and vertical shear of the horizontal wind.

The analyses described above were repeated at several different horizontal averaging

resolutions. The fundamental observations were horizontally averaged from areas representing the

horizontal grid size of the meteorological interpolation model (80 kmi) up to 8 x 8 averages (640

km) of the finest resolution observations. There were only minor quantitative fluctuations of the

correlations described above, and the only parameters which changed significantly were the root

mean square deviations and the correlation coefficients between formulations of cloud cover based

on other meteorological factors. As the horizontal averaging area became larger. the "scatter" (e. g.

see Fig. 5) became smaller as numerous grid areas with deviations became merged into a single

area. Thus, the above-described methods for estimating cloud cover within a particular

atmospheric laver should be applicable for all model grid sizes > 80 kmi.
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,nder conditions when buoyancy-driven vertical motions are possible, we find some

discrepancies between model calculations of relative humidity and the cloud cover observations.

suggesting a bias in the method of interpolating relative humidity in the upper troposphere. In

particular, we see iow cloud amounts that are typical of much drier conditions occurring at higher

humidities under unstable conditions, which we attribute to excessive vertical transport of water

vapor under convective conditions. We are thus using the 3DNEPH cloud observations as an

evaluation tool. In a manner similar to Nehrkorn and Hoffman (1990), our analysis suggests that

cloud coverage may be a useful tool to infer relativ, "uimidity, contrary to the underlying purpose

of most cloud cover al2orithms: to infer cioud coverage from other "'easy to estimate-

meteorological factors. For inferring uipper tropospheric water vapor concentrations, perhaps

satellite-derived cloud coverage is a parameter that is easier to estimate with greater accuracy than

relative humidity'.

Despite the high level of uncertainty present in this analysis of cloud cover. it is obvious

that most parameterizations of cloud coverage used by current climate models calculate smaller

cloud amounts than reported by the 3DNEPH observations, especially in middle tropospheric

levels at relative humidities less than 70 - 80,%. It is apparent that many cloud cover formulations

shown in Fig. 1 assume that cloud cover fractions are considerably lower than the mean minus one

or more standard deviations from the measurements presented in Fig. 5. The differences between

current formulations and these observations is greatest at low humidities. Many of the

formulations for cloud cover used by climate models are not actually based on short-term

observations of cloud cover and relative humidity. Rather. these formulations along with their

"critical humidities" are "tuned" within the context of their host model physics and dynamics to

yield reasonable estimates of the global. long-term planetary albedo. Thus, cloud cover

formulations are "hacked-out' of their host model, and represent a functional form which when

used in the particular climate model for which they were tuned. \ield a reasonable planetary albedo.

The danger of this method of assessing cloud cover is that other model uncertainties and even

errors can be compensated for hy an incorrect cloud cover formulation. For example, if a model
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uses an optical depth for clouds that is too great, then this error can be compensated for by making

the clouds smaller i. e. a smaller cloud fractional coverage). Most cloud cover formulations

appear to calculate cloud amounts that are considerably smaller than reported in the 3DNEPH

archive, yet these same climate models claim to reproduce the global planetary albedo accurately.

This suggests that other components of climate models may be uncertain or in need of

imDrovement.

These results suggest that current methods of calculating cloud coverage within large-scale

climate simulations or atmospheric chemical modeling studies are significantly underestimating

cloud amount at most relative humidities. More importantly, current climate models probably

cannot adequately estimate the potentially significant changes in cloud cover that can -esult from

small changes in relative humidity. As is clearly shown in Fig. 1, a small change in relative

humidity can result in large or small changes in cloud coverage, depending on which cloud cover

algorithms are used. This analysis of the SDNEPH cloud archive shows an exponentially

decreasing cloud cover as relative humidity decreases. and no clear "critical relative humidity"

below which there are no clouds. More importantly, according to the trends revealed by this

analysis, cloud amount probably changes as relative humidity changes at any relative humidity.

unlike current formulations, which only allow cloud cover to change when relative humidity is

greater than 60 - 90)c.
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FIG. 1. Fractional cloud coverage as a function of relative humidity at 800 mb according to

various formulations used by meso- and global-scale atmospheric models.
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FIG. 2. Cloud cover averaged over (.3)20 km•-' areas (box shows a sample area) in the layer

800-730 mb at 18 UT, 23 April 1981 according to the U. S. Air Force 3DNEPH compilation of

surface reports, aircraft observations, and satellite-derived data.
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FIG. 3. Relative humidity aver aged over (320 kmn)" areas in the layer 800-730 mb at 18 UT.

23 April 1981 interpolated from grided NMC observations in time and space using a hydrostatic

mesoscale meteorology model.
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FIG. 4. Correlation coefficient at various atmospheric levels for the best-fit linear relationship

between cloud cover and relative humidity, potential temperature lapse rate, wind shear, and (320

km)2 averaged vertical velocity.
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FIG. t,. (a) Fractional cloud coverauie and (h) standard deviation of fractional cloud coveragze

'IS a fu~nction of relative humidity and pressure during 20 - 24 April 1981 over the northeast U. S.

shown m : Fl,-. I. Only areas where no convection OCCUrs are used to construct this fizure.
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FIG. 7. Contours of the root mean square error (% cloud cover) in calculating cloud amount
from relative humidity using Eq. (2) as a function of values for the crirticl humidity depression (1-
Rhli, and pressure level in the atmosphere. Points represent the values for ( 1-RIhe) that yield the
minimum difference between observed and calculated cloud faction. Solid curve shows Eq. 03),
the suggested vertical variation of (I-Rh,).
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FIG. 8. Fractional cloud coverage as a function of vertical velocity at 800-730 nib. relative

humidity b~etween 50 - 55 %. Each point represents one (3 20 km)-2 area in the domain shown in

Fi,-z. '3 dunng 20-24 April 198 1. Only grid areas -where no buoyancy-driven convection can occur

are considered. Line identified as -trend- shows the mean cloud cover within 1 cm s-' vertical

velocity increments. Line identified as "Eq. 3"shows cloud amount calculated using Eq. 3 - 4.
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kaver.
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FIG. 10. (a) Vertical variation of the sensitivity of critical relative humidity depression to

vertical velocity (Rh change per cm s1- slope of best fitting line shown in Fig. 9). Data points

plotted are the values in Eqs. 4 which yield the minimum RMS difference between 3DNEPH and

cloudi cover calculated from relative humidity and vertical velocity. (b) Root mean square

differences between cloud cover calculated using Eqs. 2 - 4 and observed cloud cover during 20 -

25 April 198 1.
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FIG. 11. (a) Fractional cloud coverage as a function of relative humidity and pressure during

20 - 24 April 1981 over the northeast U S. (domain shown in Fig. 3). Only areas where

buoyancy-driven convection can occur are considered in this figure. (b) Difference between stable
and unstable cloud cover (.fstabie - funstable' Fig. 6a - Fig. 1 la) as a function of relative humidity

and pressure. Heavy x's denote differences that are significant with greater than 95% confidence.
lighter x's denote differences that are significant above a 90% confidence threshold. All other

areas contain differences that are significant at less than 90% confidence. Shaded areas in Fig. 1 lb

show areas where cloud cover is greater under convectivelv unstable conditions relative to stable

conditions at the same pressure and relative humidity.


